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Chapter 1: Constructing the Myth 
Originally located in the home of the younger branch of the Medici on Via Larga, 
Botticelli’s Primavera (Fig. 1) was a part of a larger program Lorenzo de’ Medici 
commissioned to reinforce his authority in difficult economic and political conditions.1  
Botticelli did not derive the complex iconographical program from one particular source, 
but rather combined vernacular and classical texts to represent an abstract idea, recalling 
both the chivalric and classical themes evident in Medici festivals, jousts and poetic 
productions.2  I argue that the painting represents Florence’s new foundation myth, which 
framed Lorenzo’s political authority in terms of classical antiquity and the city’s 
perceived ancient Roman heritage.  Furthermore, Lorenzo associated himself with 
another tradition, the city’s Trecento poetic heritage.  The purpose of this chapter is to 
identity how the tradition of courtly love was blended with the fifteenth-century revival 
of classical antiquity to construct a new myth, which served as a means for securing 
Lorenzo’s authority.  He was not concerned with a direct appropriation of the classical 
past, but rather with refashioning it through the contemporary vernacular language 
present in the love poetry of the time.3  Following the conventions of vernacular poetry 
and the love dynamic presented by Dante and Petrarch, Simonetta Cattaneo Vespucci was 
elevated and became the protagonist of fifteenth-century Florence’s new myth. Within 
the context of public celebrations of peace, especially the joust won in 1475 by Lorenzo’s 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 The inventory recording the original location of the Primavera was published in 1975 in the 
archival research of John Shearman, “The Collections of the Younger Branch of the Medici,” The 
Burlington Magazine 117, no. 862 (January 1975): 12+14-27; Webster Smith, “On the Original 
Location of the Primavera,” The Art Bulletin 57, no. 1 (1975): 31-40. 
2
 Charles Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 19. 
3
 Sharon Fermor, “Botticelli and the Medici,” in The Early Medici and Their Artists (London: 
Birkbeck College, University of London, 1995), 174. 
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younger brother, Giuliano de’ Medici, this chapter argues that the full meaning of the 
Primavera can be understood with reference to these cultural concerns. 
Lorenzo de’ Medici transformed Florence into the cultural and political center of 
Italy.  As the ruler of Florence, he constructed his powerful self-image by mythologizing 
real events to convince his fellow citizens that he was predestined to rule.  In response to 
the city’s interest in both its vernacular and classical roots, Lorenzo crafted his persona 
by imitating Franco-Burgundian cultural conventions of public spectacle and 
appropriating themes from classical antiquity to legitimize his political authority to the 
public.  At the same time, Simonetta Cattaneo Vespucci was the means through which a 
new ideal of femininity was created, and was a useful tool for praising the Medici 
family.4  Combining the beauty and virtue of female characters of Stilnovistic and 
Petrachan poetry with ancient classical attributes, Lorenzo controlled artistic patronage 
by using Simonetta to create a new Florentine myth. Within the context of fifteenth-
century public celebrations of peace, I maintain that the myth Lorenzo crafted, drawing 
on metaphors of affection, courtship, betrothal, marriage and procreation, is essential to 
understand the full meaning of Botticelli’s Primavera.5  The Primavera accordingly 
represents these various aspects, and should therefore be interpreted as an independent 
invention, one that allegorically expresses the Renaissance interest in combining the 
vernacular with classical antiquity. 
Lorenzo recognized the importance of political appearance in displaying his 
influential position and took advantage of controlling patronage networks to craft images !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
 Hans Korner, “Simonetta Vespucci: The Construction, Deconstruction, and Reconstruction of a 
Myth,” in Botticelli: Likeness, Myth, Devotion, ed. Andreas Schumacher (Ostsfildern, Germany: 
Hatje Cantz, 2009), 57-59. 
5
 These metaphors are addressed in Adrian W.B. Randolph, Engaging Symbols: Gender, Politics, 
and Public Art in Fifteenth-Century Florence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003). 
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of himself and his city to legitimize his political authority to the public.6  He envisioned 
the city as the new Athens and attempted to create a “golden age” of peace and cultural 
florescence through carefully calculated propaganda.  In order the construct this mythical 
identity and gain public approval, Lorenzo imitated both classical antiquity and amorous 
chivalric themes in his examples of civic display.  This combination of conventions 
refashioned Lorenzo’s Florence and served as his political tool for creating the city’s new 
native myth.  Specifically, the famous Medici jousts—performed battles celebrating 
political achievements—are important examples in the history of the Medici’s political 
and mythical symbolism.7     
From 1434 to 1464, Florence experienced peace and prosperity under Cosimo de’ 
Medici’s rule.  His power stemmed from the alliances established within the city with 
social elite and through instituting electoral controls.8  Because he was in control of the 
lottery procedure, he manipulated elections so that only Medici proponents could 
participate in politics.9  As the papal bankers, the Medici enjoyed an international 
financial network, with branches throughout northern and southern Europe.  After 
Cosimo’s death in 1464, his son Piero, became head of the family, while his grandson, 
Lorenzo, became a “diplomat-in-training,” essentially learning how to be a politician.10  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
 Volker Reinhardt, “Tyranny or Golden Age? Florence in Botticelli’s Day,” in Botticelli: 
Likeness, Myth, Devotion, ed. Andreas Schumacher (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2009), 
117. 
7
 Adrian W.B. Randolph, “Spectacular Allegory: Botticelli’s Pallas Medicea and the Joust of 
1475,” in Engaging Symbols: Gender, Politics, and Public in Art in Fifteenth-Century Florence, 
ed. Adrian W.B. Randolph (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 194. 
8
 Nicolai Rubinstein, “Cosimo de’ Medici and the Foundations of the Medici Regime,” in The 
Government of Florence Under the Medici (1434 to 1494), Rubinstein (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 1-34. 
9
 Reinhardt, “Tyranny or Golden Age?,” 111. 
10
 F.W. Kent, “The Young Lorenzo, 1449-1469,” in Lorenzo the Magnificent: Culture and 
Politics, ed. Michael Mallett and Nicholas Mann (London: The Warburg Institute, 1996), 9-12. 
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Piero sent Lorenzo on diplomatic missions, for example to attend the marriage of Alfonso 
of Aragon and Ippolita Sforza in Milan, and also to Naples and Rome.  Although these 
trips were purely ceremonial, Piero ensured that his son would be knowledgeable in 
Italian politics through the Medici’s international network of alliances.11  In 1468 he 
turned over his political duties and the management of the Medici bank to his son, 
Lorenzo.  Piero died in 1469, leaving Lorenzo the challenge of maintaining Medici power 
without money – the result of several bankruptcies that occurred under Piero’s rule.12  
Within Florence’s existing political framework, Lorenzo needed to create his own, 
focused identity to prove and advance his family’s status.  To redeem the Medici name 
after his father’s rule, Lorenzo legitimized his authority by convincing Florentine citizens 
that his family was predestined to rule by investing his economic capital in the 
construction of an elite and mythical identity. 
Lorenzo’s identity formation depended on different forms of capital that could be 
invested to carry out his strategies.  Pierre Bourdieu’s social theory distinguishes 
different types of capital that are required in state formation: economic, cultural, social 
and symbolic.13  To maintain his family’s political authority, Lorenzo had to translate his 
economic power into culturally relevant symbols that could ensure popular consent to his 
rule.  In his attempt to achieve noble status, Lorenzo utilized symbolic capital—any form 
of capital that is perceived as valuable—in the process of achieving magnificence.  As 
Bourdieu argued, components of symbolic capital include accumulation of property, 
alliances with important families, a noble lifestyle, magnificent urban homes and rural !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11
 Ibid., 10. 
12
 Reinhardt, “Tyranny or Golden Age?,” 117-118.   
13
 Pierre Bourdieu, “Rethinking the State: Genesis and Structure of the Bureaucratic Field,” 
Sociological Theory 12 (1994): 1-18. 
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castles.14  Because material goods play an essential role in shaping how capital is 
acknowledged, attention to material culture reveals Lorenzo’s social climbing tactics 
through creation of his symbolic capital.15 
To express a virtuous noble identity, the Medici organized jousts to offer 
Florentine citizens a material image of authority.  The jousts annually organized by the 
Parte Guelfa during Carnival were traditional events, and special occurrences with 
political significance were celebrated with these military games.16  The spectacles 
provided the young heirs of the oligarchy a “rite of passage” by publicly displaying their 
coming of age.  The famous jousts of 1469 and 1475 were enhanced further by the 
participation of Lorenzo and his younger brother, Giuliano de’ Medici.  Although the 
Medici jousts followed the conventions of traditional tournaments, the spectacles were 
embellished through splendid clothes, heraldry, and panegyrics, cementing the family’s 
social and cultural superiority through symbols of wealth and authority.17  By re-defining 
the jousts in this dominant manner, the Medici refashioned existing frameworks of 
Florentine court culture, replacing them with new cultural categories in which to forge 
their own identity.     
The tournaments of 1469 and 1475 took place in the Piazza di Santa Croce, 
offering Florentine citizens ample space for observing the battle.  In this context, the 
Medici manifested symbolic capital of nobility through publicly portraying material signs 
of wealth and power.  The set-up of the joust and the spectators’ position is revealed in a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14
 Ibid. 
15
 Wim De Clercq et al., “Vivre Noblement:” Material Culture and Elite Identity in Late Medieval 
Flanders,” Journal of Interdiscplinary History 38, no. 1 (2007): 1-31.  Write note here. 
16
 Paola Ventrone, “Lorenzo’s Politica Festiva,” in Lorenzo the Magnificent: Culture and 
Politics, ed. Michael Mallett and Nicholas Mann (London: The Warburg Institute, 1996), 105-
116. 
17
 Ibid. 
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chest panel (Fig. 3; New Haven: Yale University Art Gallery, ca. 1470) that depicts a 
joust in front of the basilica of Santa Croce; more distinguished spectators appear in the 
center of the panel, while other citizens watch from windows or stand on benches.18  The 
joust of 1469 honored Lorenzo, and celebrated the establishment of the 1468 defensive 
league between Florence, Milan and Venice.  It also served to represent Lorenzo’s public 
emergence into maturity in 1469 and his official participation in Florentine politics.  To 
celebrate the renewal of the defensive league in 1475, Lorenzo organized another joust to 
honor his younger brother, Giuliano.  In full public view, political power was both 
displayed and simultaneously allegorized with symbolism specific to the Medici’s 
formation of a personal mythology. 
Not only were the jousts political celebrations, but also they were chivalric 
offerings linked to the world of the northern Franco-Burgundian princely courts, framing 
the spectacles in terms of love and affection.19  In Florence, the theme of courtly love was 
recurrent in contemporary vernacular poetry.  Defined as a sort of legalized emotional 
adultery, courtly love permitted a married woman and a man to communicate without 
restriction.20   Accordingly, the joust’s participants were required to dedicate their victory 
to a lady, an arrangement through which chivalric devotion was displayed as the game of 
courtly love was played.  The jousts also followed the conventions of Neo-platonic 
philosophy, in which the idea of contemplating and understanding a woman’s beauty 
would improve the man’s position in society.  Like Petrarchan poetry, these jousts and 
their embellishments linked motifs of the festival culture’s courtly love with the figures !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18
 Randolph, “Spectacular Allegory,” 197-98.   
19
 Ibid., 198-99. 
20
 Sharon Fermor, “Botticelli and the Medici,” in The Early Medici and Their Artists (London: 
Birkbeck College, University of London, 1995), 182. 
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and themes of classical mythology.  Lorenzo dedicated his victory to his poetic muse, 
Lucrezia Donati, the wife of Niccolo’ Ardinghelli.  His brother, Giuliano, similarly went 
to battle for a lady, courting the beautiful Simonetta Cattaneo Vespucci.  The Vespucci 
family were loyal followers of the Medici; Piero Vespucci was a successful merchant and 
Lorenzo de’ Medici’s ambassador in Piombino at the time.21  Simonetta was protected by 
her marriage to Marco Vespucci, therefore her relationship with Giuliano was strictly 
platonic and ritualized within the chivalric conventions of the joust.  Most importantly, 
the reasons for these military games were inherently propagandistic and intended to 
improve the Medici’s public image and reinforce their political authority and 
magnificence. 
In harmony with chivalric principles, Lorenzo and Giuliano carried banners into 
battle – ephemera that were executed by Andrea de Verrocchio and Sandro Botticelli.22  
Although the banners have been lost, contemporary written descriptions underscore their 
importance to contemporary viewers.  The allegorical banners depicted goddesses of 
antiquity in contemporary costume, simultaneously representing both classical and 
courtly themes.  On Lorenzo’s banner, the French motto le tems revient, or “the times are 
returning,” appeared to epitomize his myth, referring to the contemporary interest in 
Franco-Burgundian culture—specifically with the use of French, the language of courtly 
romance—while simultaneously heralding a golden age for Florence.  
Botticelli designed Giuliano’s banner, which was described by the humanist Naldo 
Naldi in the following manner:  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21
 Rachel Farina, Simonetta: Una Donna alla Corte dei Medici (Turin, Bollati Boringhieri, 2001), 
24-25 
22
 Randolph, “Botticelli’s Pallas Medicea,” 195-196. 
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And if you want to know which of the signs of these youths will be 
victorious direct your eyes toward Minerva who contemplates the sun, and 
who holds in one hand a spear, and in the other her large shield with the 
snake-haired Gorgon.  The chaste goddess opens a way, stepping with her 
modest feet on some flickering flames.  There you will see nothing tender 
nor soft, but the son of Venus, his hands behind his back, tied, if I am not 
mistaken, to the pollarded trunk of an olive tree, all of his virile power 
destroyed by the victorious goddess.23   
 
Botticelli’s female figure resembled Minerva, bearing the goddess’s traditional 
accessories such as a helmet, a shield of Medusa and an olive tree, to which Cupid was 
tied.  Minerva, therefore, represented Chastity and its triumph over Lust, or Cupid.  As 
the protagonist of the joust, it is presumable that Simonetta was depicted on the 
Giuliano’s banner, in the guise of the goddess Minerva.  Although the banner has not 
survived, a tapestry (Fig. 4) woven for Count Guy de Baudreuil, abbot of the monastery 
Saint-Martin-aux-Bois, has a depiction of Minerva that scholars argue derived from 
Botticelli’s design (Fig. 5).24  
   Giuliano’s joust is especially significant because his lady, Simonetta, was the 
paradigmatic example of a new “nymph,” an ideal that played a prominent role in the 
love poetry of the time.25  To immortalize her as a mythical nymph, Lorenzo 
commissioned Angelo Poliziano to write the Stanze per la giostra di Giuliano de’ Medici, 
a poem celebrating Giuliano’s joust in which Simonetta is described as the beautiful 
nymph.26  The Giuliano of the Stanze suffers as a result of Simonetta’s chastity.  
Although other nymphs pursue him, he neglects them to honor his unachievable lady.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23
 Alice Hulubei, “Naldo Naldi: Étude su la Joute de Julien et sur le Bucoliques Dedié à Laurent 
de Médicis,” Humanisme et Renaissance 3 (1936): 176. 
24
 Randolph, “Spectacular Allegory,” 215.   
25
 Hans Korner, “Simonetta Vespucci,” 57-59. 
26
 Scholars remain uncertain concerning the dating of the poem.  For the theory that the poem was 
written after Giuliano’s death in 1479 see Charles Dempsey, “Portraits and Masks in the Art of 
Lorenzo de’ Medici, Botticelli, and Politian’s Stanze per la Giostra,” Renaissance Quarterly 52, 
no. 1 (Spring 1999): 38. 
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Poliziano describes Giuliano seeing her in a meadow, where he professes his love for her 
as she flees.  In the last octaves of the Stanze, Simonetta appears to Giuliano in a dream 
in the guise of Minerva, wearing armor to protect her from Cupid’s arrows and bearing 
the shield of Medusa, an image reminiscent of Botticelli’s banner.  Upon awakening from 
his dream, he prepares for the joust and channels his desire for the unattainable Simonetta 
into victory in battle.  The poem elevated the joust to the level of a mythical, time-
transcending event, putting Simonetta in a courtly narrative with Giuliano, presenting 
him in a publicly appealing persona.  Her relationship with the Medici youth was a useful 
tool for praising the family and for creating a publicly appealing love story.  The poem 
represented Lorenzo’s vision of Florence, and provided the city with a new myth in the 
form of the nymph Simonetta.27  Her stylized beauty and virtuous character connected her 
to Petrarch’s Laura and Dante’s Beatrice.  At the same time, Poliziano depicted her as a 
classical nymph and later as the goddess Minerva.  As a composite creation of vernacular 
and classical sources, she allows Lorenzo to associate his family with both traditions. 
Together with Botticelli’s allegorical standard, Poliziano’s poetry lent the joust of 
1475 a mythological framework to the family’s actions, legitimizing Lorenzo’s unofficial 
power.  Masked twice under the guise of Minerva, Simonetta became the protagonist of a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27
 According to Ventrone, the fact that Simonetta became a “Neo-platonic icon” had little to do 
with her beauty.  Rather, it was brought about by the swiftness of events, which saw her idealized 
in the joust and then even more so in death, which negated her bodily presence and personality.  
For this theory see Giovanna Lazzi and Paola Ventrone, Simonetta Vespucci: La Nascita delle 
Venere Fiorentina (Florence: Edizioni Polistampa, 2007), 47-48.  I believe that Lucrezia did not 
become the allegory of Florence because she was still alive, and as Judith Bryce points out, it was 
dangerous for a woman to be overly visible in fifteenth-century Florence, as she ran the risk of 
being considered a ‘public woman’ rather than simply a ‘woman in public,’ see Judith Bryce, 
“Performing for Strangers: Women, Dance, and Music in Quattrocentro Florence,” Renaissance 
Quarterly 54, no. 4 (2001): 1087. 
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new Florentine myth, one that Lorenzo equated with those of classical antiquity.28  Her 
presentation as an idealized nymph-like figure served to flatter the Medici, and as 
Martines points out, “flattering a ruler’s beloved was one manner in which clients 
‘wooed’ their patrons.”29  On Easter Sunday, two months after the joust, Simonetta died 
of tuberculosis and was praised for the triumph of her beauty even in death.30  She was 
further mythologized as the literary muse in Lorenzo’s own love poetry.  He wrote four 
sonnets in her honor, appropriating the motif of the poetic muse from Petrarch and Dante.  
Lorenzo sent these poems in an anthology of vernacular Tuscan poetry dating from Dante 
to the present, to Federico d’Aragona, the son of the king of Naples.  Known as the 
Raccolta Aragonese, Lorenzo placed his sonnets on Simonetta at the beginning and end 
of its concluding section to stress the supremacy of Florence’s literary heritage and to 
associate himself with it.31     
Giuliano was assassinated during the Pazzi Conspiracy, an attempt by the Pazzi 
family to end the Medici rule, on the second anniversary of Simonetta’s death, a 
coincidental event that significantly contributed to the chivalric love story.32 As 
successful Florentine entrepreneurs, the Pazzi family was the most menacing political 
competitor to the Medici. Furthermore, the Pazzi held a distinct grudge against the 
Medici, especially after Lorenzo underrepresented them in the lists of electoral candidates !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28
 Dempsey, “Portraits and Masks,” 38-39. 
29
 L. Martines, Strong Words: Writing and Social Strain in the Italian Renaissance (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 103. 
30
 Her illness and death is well-documented in a series of letters that Piero Vespucci sent to 
Lorenzo de’ Medici in April 1476 (note Farina, 101-102).  In one of the letters, Piero thanks 
Lorenzo for having sent a doctor to care for Simonetta.  Judith Bryce interprets Lorenzo’s 
offering of a doctor as motivated by political, diplomatic and economic concerns related to 
Florence’s deteriorating relationship with Naples in 1476.  
31
 Bryce, “Lorenzo de’ Medici, Piombino, and Naples,” 21. 
32
 For the most extensive account of the Pazzi Conspiracy see Harold Action, The Pazzi 
Conspiracy: The Plot Against the Medici (London: Thames and Hudson, 1979). 
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and denied them from obtaining a large inheritance.  Lorenzo held the important position 
as the banker to Pope Sixtus IV and to the Vatican.  After denying a loan for the pope, 
Lorenzo was removed from his position as banker to the Vatican, which the pope 
subsequently granted to the Pazzi.33  
With papal approval, the Pazzi family conspired to assassinate both Lorenzo and 
Giuliano.  Federico Montefeltro, the famous condottiere and the Duke of Urbino, was 
responsible for the logistics.  On April 26, 1478, the assassination was planned to occur 
during Easter Mass in Santa Maria del Fiore – an ideal time and location because this was 
one of the rare instances that the Medici men appeared together in public.  During the 
Mass, Giuliano was brutally stabbed and killed and Lorenzo escaped with only a few 
injuries.  At a time when Medici authority was threatened, Lorenzo once again utilized 
his patronage power to use his brother’s untimely death to his advantage.   
To set an example to Medici opponents at home and abroad, Lorenzo had all male 
members of the Pazzi family hanged.  He commissioned Botticelli to paint “disgrace 
portraits” of the offenders to memorialize the crimes they committed.34  Most 
importantly, Lorenzo encouraged the public’s sympathy through commemorative 
imagery of his brother, a political tactic to solicit support for his continued rule by fully 
manipulating Giuliano’s premature death into propaganda.  According to Lorenzo, 
Giuliano’s assassination was a sacrifice akin to martyrdom.  He exemplified this notion in 
his political imagery, for instance by commissioning a medal, depicting the assassination 
in a narrative (Figs. 6 & 7).  The medal shows the interior of the city’s main cathedral, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33
 Sixtus IV requested a loan to acquire the city of Imola for his grandson, Girolamo Riario.  This 
arrangement would be disadvantageous for Florence, therefore Lorenzo denied the loan to Sixtus 
IV. 
34
 Reinhardt, “Tyranny or Golden Age?,” 121. 
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with a portrait of Lorenzo on the obverse (Fig. 6) and a portrait of Giuliano on the reverse 
(Fig. 7).  Giuliano’s side shows the victim after the fatal stabbing, with the inscription 
Luctus publicus, or “public grief.”  As previously exemplified in the joust and 
contemporary vernacular poetry of Poliziano and Lorenzo, the medal emulates classical 
models by depicting the assailants nude. What is more, the chronological coincidence of 
Giuliano’s and Simonetta’s deaths further intensified the romantic myth of Simonetta and 
thereby Lorenzo’s new Florentine legend that was now a part of the public’s identity.  A 
courtly love story beginning at the joust of 1475 ended with the young lovers’ premature 
deaths, whose identities were constructed as martyrs for their city.  
After the suppression of the Pazzi conspiracy, Florence was in a dangerous state 
of political isolation.  A war ensued between Lorenzo and the Pope’s main ally, Naples, 
and the church imposed harsh punishments isolating Florence from business and 
diplomatic circles.  Although Sixtus IV arranged for Naples to attack Florence, Lorenzo 
managed to neutralize the Neapolitan royal house of Aragon through a peace treaty, 
which Sixtus IV signed by the end of 1480.  Moreover, the Raccolta Aragonese, which 
contained four of Lorenzo’s sonnets praising Simonetta, was sent to Naples at this time as 
cultural propaganda.  By honoring a woman whose father-in-law, Piero Vespucci, and 
nephew, Jacopo IV Appiani, fought on the Neopolitan side after the Pazzi Conpsiracy, 
Lorenzo took advantage of Simonetta’s connection to both cities.35  At the same time, to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35
 For an extensive account on Simonetta’s connections to the complicated relationship between 
Florence and Naples in the 1470s and 1480s see Judith Bryce, “Lorenzo de’ Medici, Piombino, 
and Naples: Cultural Politics from the Raccolte Arragonesi to the Comento,” in Essays in Italian 
Literature and History in Honour of Doug Thompson, ed. G. Talbot and P. Williams (Dulbin: 
Four Courts Press, 1992).  Simonetta was connected to Naples through her brother-in-law Jacopo 
III Appiani d’Aragona, lord of Piombino.  The Vespucci family also had business and diplomatic 
dealings with Jacopo and the Neapolitan court, and were related by marriage to the Neopolitan 
king, who had arranged Simonetta’s marriage and paid her dowry.  The Vespucci were also 
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further solidify his efforts to foster peace with Naples, Lorenzo arranged for his underage 
cousin from the younger branch of the family, Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de’ Medici, to 
marry Semiramide d’Appiani in 1481, a political, economic and dynastic enhancement 
for the Medici.  A marriage alliance with the Appiani family would be important to 
Lorenzo to achieve these political aims.  First, the family was related to the house of 
Aragon in Naples, and the marriage played an important role in reviving Florence after a 
threatening political situation by furthering the alliance with Naples.  Also, the Appiani 
controlled the most important Tuscan harbor, Piombino, as well as the iron ore mines on 
Elba, positioning themselves as ideal partners for the Medici, who wanted to gain access 
to shipping routes and secure permanent concessions to mine iron ore.36   Moreover, the 
marriage between Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco and Semiramide would have strengthened the 
Florentine myth of Simonetta.  Semiramide was the daughter of Jacopo III d’Appiani and 
Battistina Campofresgoso, Simonetta’s half-sister – Simonetta was Semiramide’s aunt.37  
The fact that the young bride helped reestablish peace would have intensified the legacy 
of her aunt in Florence’s collective memory of her myth.  
Thus, a significant part of Lorenzo’s political strategy included manipulating real 
events to reflect a personal mythology, one that also became Florence’s new native 
legend.  By translating culturally specific symbols—in this case Simonetta’s role in 
Florence’s native myth—into material reminders, propaganda was used to underscore 
their civic pride, dynastic glory and personal mythology.  Both Giuliano’s joust and 
Poliziano’s poetry aided in creating an image of courtly love that was specifically !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
linked to Naples through the ambassadorial role that Piero, Simonetta’s father-in-law, played 
there. 
36
 Lazzi and Ventrone, Simonetta Vespucci: La Nascita delle Venere Fiorentina, 65-66. 
37
 Farina, Simonetta: Una Donna alla Corte dei Medici, 24-25; Ivan Tognarini, L’Identità e 
l’Oblio: Simonetta, Semiramide e Sandro Botticelli (Milan, 2002), 10 
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Florentine and Medicean, based on the connections to vernacular epic of Petrarch and 
Dante, and classical genres relating to the city’s revival of interest in the ancient world.  
This fashioning of a courtly and virtuous image for Lorenzo de’ Medici, who held no 
official title, helped legitimize their role within Florence.  The fact that the Stanze is 
written in vernacular language of traditional Tuscan love poetry created a personal 
standpoint that related to the public.  The same strategy is present in the Primavera, a 
painting that was originally located within a Medici domestic interior.  
 Most interpretations of the Primavera have distanced the painting from its 
original domestic location, instead focusing primarily on an iconographic reading.  The 
study of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian domestic interiors has only very recently 
entered the mainstream of Renaissance studies.  In the following chapter, I will follow 
this revival of interest in domestic art and emphasize the importance of the Primavera’s 
original function within the Medici house on Via Larga.  Furthermore, a consideration of 
the painting in relation to the rest of the room’s decoration will allow for a 
comprehensive exploration of the painting’s original message.  As amorous metaphors 
were used to appeal to the public’s opinion, the same themes of love and affection are 
depicted in Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco’s home as a persuasive tool. 
 !
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Chapter 2: Reinforcing the Myth 
The study of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian domestic interiors has only 
very recently entered the mainstream of Renaissance studies.1  The organization of 
palaces and villas has been a traditional concern of architectural historians, but more 
recently, art historians have contributed to these studies by interpreting the Renaissance 
home in relation to specific art forms, especially cassone panels and spalliere.2  This new 
research presents the Renaissance home as a key location in the development of objects 
and cultural practices.  In harmony with the revival of interest in Italian domestic art, I 
emphasize the importance of the Primavera’s original function as furniture decoration in 
the Medici house on Via Larga.  Studies that support the polarization between public and 
private space equate Renaissance domestic life with feminine activities, and therefore 
represent a static entity.3  Blurring the distinction between public and private, however, 
demonstrates that the domestic sphere was directly related to the public.4  As stated in the 
previous chapter, the Medici framed their politics in personal terms of love and affection 
to appeal to the public.  This chapter will demonstrate how these same tactics were used 
in the room on Via Larga as a persuasive tool, through which an understanding of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Marta Ajmar-Wollheim et al., Approaching the Renaissance Interior: Sources, Methodologies, 
Debates (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2007), 1-6. 
2 A cassone, or marriage chest, was given to a bride and placed in the bridal suite.  A spalliera 
painting would have been integrated with the work and furniture of patrician residences, also 
commissioned to celebrate a marriage. Some important sources on the genre of marriage 
paintings include: Anne Barriault, “Spalliera” Paintings of Renaissance Tuscany (University 
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994); Cristelle Baskins, Cassone Painting, 
Humanism, and Gender in Early Modern Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); 
Graham Hughes, Renaissance Cassoni: Masterpieces of Early Italian Art: Painted Marriage 
Chests 1400-1550 (London: Art Books International, 1997). 
3 Ajmar-Wollheim et al., Approaching the Renaissance Interior, 1-6. 
4 The studies of Cristelle Baskins and Patricia Simons approach the domestic as on a contiguous 
discursive plane with the public in terms of authority.  See Baskins, Cassone Painting, 
Humanism, and Gender; Patricia Simons, “Women in Frames: The Gaze, the Eye, the Profile in 
Renaissance Portraiture,” in The Expanding Discourse: Feminism and Art History, ed. Norma 
Broude and Mary Garrard (New York: Harper and Row, 1992), 39-57. 
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original function of a lettuccio and cassone—to celebrate marriage—is necessary to 
understand the Primavera’s iconography.  Finally, I argue specifically that the figure of 
Flora, the goddess of fowers, represents Florence’s deep-rooted identity by 
simultaneously embodying the cultural myth of Simonetta and by personifying the city 
itself.   
The 1499 inventory of the Medici’s townhouse on Via Larga includes a 
description of Sandro Botticelli’s Primavera: “A wood panel attached above the lettuccio 
[and] on which is painted nine figures of women and men. Estimated 100 lire.”5  The 
inventory lists this painting as located in the room adjoining the nuptial chamber shared 
by young Lorenzo and Semiramide d’Appiani, and describes the painting as affixed 
directly to the wall above a lettuccio (daybed), which had a backrest that served as a 
cappellinaio (hat rack) and a base that functioned as a cassone (large chest).  On the 
opposite wall, Botticelli’s so-called Minerva and the Centaur, valued at 40 lire, hung 
above the room’s entranceway.  An anonymous Madonna and Child tondo, valued highly 
at 180 lire, also decorated the room.  Another side of the chamber was taken up by a huge 
armario (wardrobe), along with a bed, and table with stools and some chairs.6  
After the construction of Lorenzo de’ Medici’s home, the Palazzo Medici, the 
younger branch of the family lived in this older residence on Via Larga.7  The inventories 
record that Lorenzo di Pierfranceso lived downstairs in “Lorenzo’s ground-floor room” 
(la Camara terrena dj Lorenzo) and also in the adjoining room, called “the ground floor 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Smith, “On the Original Location of the Primavera,” 34. “Uno quadro di ligname apicato sopra 
el lettuccio, nel quale è dipinto nove figure de donne ch’omini.” 
6 Ibid. The inventories do not mention any other art object in this room. 
7 Whatever remains of this house is no long discernable among the buildings on what is today Via 
Cavour. 
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room next to Lorenzo’s room” (la camara terrena ch’e allato a la camara dj Lorenzo).8 
According to numerous contemporary accounts, such as that of Leon Battista Alberti, 
husbands and wives often had separate rooms.  If this were true of Lorenzo di 
Pierfrancesco and his wife, the room where the Primavera was located was likely to have 
been Semiramide’s bedchamber. 
In order to situate the painting in its socio-political environment, scholars have 
sought a historical event that could have coincided with the Primavera’s commission.   
Some scholars argue that the adolescent Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco commissioned the 
painting in the late 1470s, in close discussion with his older cousin, and that its 
iconography reflects their shared interest in poetry and antiquity and represent the 
philosophical principles of Neo-Platonism.9  Prior to Webster Smith’s and John 
Shearman’s published archival research of the 1499 Medici inventory, the Primavera was 
believed to be originally commissioned for the family’s country residence in Castello.  
Giorgio Vasari mentioned the Primavera and The Birth of Venus as located in the same 
room at Castello, and assumed that these works were made together and therefore 
thematically connected.10  Recent scholarship, however, has widely accepted the 
argument that the Primavera was always meant for the room alongside Lorenzo di 
Pierfracesco’s bedchamber, therefore relating the painting’s commission to a factual 
circumstance. In this private context, I support the argument that the motivation behind !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Smith, “On the Original Location of the Primavera,” 36. 
9 Vasari mentioned the Primavera and The Birth of Venus as located in the same room of the 
Medici’s country residence at Castello, and assumed that these works were made together and 
therefore thematically connected. 
10 The most important interpretations based on the assumption that Botticelli painted the picture 
for Castello are: Charles Dempsey, “Mercurius Ver: The Sources of Botticelli’s Primavera,” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Studies 31 (1968): 251-273; E.H. Gombrich, “Botticelli’s 
Mythologies: A Study of the Neoplatonic Symbolism of His Circle,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 8 (1945): 7-60. 
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Botticelli’s commission was the 1482 marriage between Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco and 
Semiramide. 11  The marriage was not a love match, rather it was part of Lorenzo de’ 
Medici’s political strategy to maintain a strong Medici power base in Florence and 
further his family’s interests in Naples after the suppression of the Pazzi Conspiracy.  As 
the daughter of the ruler of the strategically important state of Piombino, this marriage 
was arranged to serve Lorenzo’s political and economic interests in the wake of turmoil.  
For this reason, the room’s design and decoration may reveal one of the many strategies 
that Lorenzo used to legitimize his political authority, utilizing the Primavera—along 
with the rest of the room’s decoration—to connect the young newlyweds to their family’s 
myth.  
Marriages fostered the creation of new furnishings and decoration that express the 
dynastic and political aspirations of the families that commissioned them.  The traditional 
marital chamber would be furnished with a cassone, along with an elaborately carved bed 
and lettuccio—a piece of furniture similar to the modern-day couch—and the essential 
devotional work would make the room complete.12  When describing Lorenzo de’ 
Medici’s apartments in the Palazzo Vecchio, Vasari writes that the room’s decoration 
consisted of chests, chair-backs and moldings decorated with stories taken from classical 
or chivalric sources, specifically with scenes of jousts, tournaments, chases, festivals and 
other fifteenth-century Florentine spectacles.  He describes the standard set-up of the 
camera:  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Scholars who support the theory that the painting is connected to the marriage include: Ronald 
Lightbown, Sandro Botticelli (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), 81; Lilian Zirpolo, 
“Primavera: A Lesson for the Bride,” Woman’s Art Journal 12, no. 2 (Autumn 1991 – Winter 
1992): 24-28; Michael Rohlmann, “Botticellis "Primavera". Zu Anlaß, Adressat und Funktion 
von mythologischen Gemälden im Florentiner Quattrocento,” Artibus et Historiae 33 (1996): 97-
132; Frank Zöllner, Images of Love and Spring (Munich: Prestel, 1998), 34-69. 
12 FOOTNOTE- images of virtue book 
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“the citizens of those times used to have in their apartments great wooden 
chests in the form of a sarcophagus, with the covers shaped in various 
fashions, and there were none that did not have the said chests painted; 
and besides the stories that were wrought on the front and on the ends, 
they used to have the arms, or rather, insignia of their houses painted on 
the corners, and sometimes elsewhere.  And the stories that were wrought 
on the front were for the most part fables taken from Ovid and from other 
poets, or rather, stories related by the Greek and Latin historians, and 
likewise hunts, jousts, tales of love, and similar subjects, according to each 
man’s particular pleasure…it was not only the chests that were painted in 
such a manner, but also the couches [lettucci], the wall-panels 
[spalliere].”13  
 
 
 Although most art historians now believe that the Primavera was commissioned 
on the occasion of the wedding, other notable scholars remain unconvinced.  Charles 
Dempsey argued that the various ancient texts informing the Primavera represent a new 
poetic idea, and must be interpreted according to the conventions and rules governing 
vernacular poetry and faithful renderings of the contemporary quasi-theatrical costumes 
designed for Florentine festivals and civic celebrations.14   Sharon Fermor also discussed 
the Primavera in comparison to popular festivals and their chivalric conventions, and 
argues for a political agenda.  She argued, however, that the painting’s subject and 
content were inappropriate for a marriage commission.15  Although the imagery of spring 
and love would be ideal for a marriage, Fermor contended that this Venus is not the 
goddess of married love, but rather the goddess of ideal love, or courtly love.16  Both 
Dempsey and Fermor distance the painting from the domestic context.  My consideration 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors and Architects, translated by 
Gaston du C. de Vere (New York: Modern Library, 2005), 107-108. 
14 Charles Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love: Botticelli’s Primavera and the Humanist Culture at 
the Time of Lorenzo the Magnificent (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 13-19. 
15 Sharon Fermor, “Botticelli and the Medici,” in The Early Medici and Their Artists (London: 
Birkbeck College, University of London, 1995), 174. 
16 Ibid. 
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of the painting’s location in the home allows for a more differentiated audience, rather 
than Dempsey’s claim that “there can be no doubt that the beholder is a man.”17 
As the inventories stated, the Primavera originally hung above a lettuccio that had 
a base that functioned as a cassone so therefore, the painting should be considered as a 
piece of permanent furniture that reflects the social honor and virtue of the Medici 
family.  An understanding of the original function of a lettuccio and cassone—to 
celebrate marriage—is necessary to understand the Primavera’s iconography.  These 
chests were commissioned to celebrate weddings with subject matter reflecting the 
occasion.  Lilian Zirpolo interprets the mythological figures in the Primavera in the 
context of Renaissance marriage rituals, and believes that the painting’s original function 
was to serve as a model for Semiramide d’Appiani, supplying her with lessons on 
chastity, submission and procreation.18  During the Renaissance, it was customary to 
commission a cassone painting of feminine virtue as a marriage gift.  Accordingly, the 
Primavera portrays allegorically the female virtues of chastity and youthful, fecund love.  
As the goddess of love and marriage, Venus is the ideal model for a bride.  She expresses 
positive female sexuality existing within the confines of marriage, as the chaste Venus 
who represents the idea of productive fertility, a common theme for wedding pictures.  
Contrary to Dempsey’s claim that “there can no doubt that the beholder is a man,” 
Zirpolo argues that Semiramide would have been familiar with the ideals that the 
mythological figures embodied because a female humanist education—molded to teach 
women the role of the perfect wife and mother—became a norm for noble families.19  The 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love, PAGE. 
18 Lilian Zirpolo, “Primavera: A Lesson for the Bride,” 24-28. 
19 Ibid., 25. 
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Primavera provided Semiramide with readily recognizable versions of these literary 
lessons.  In addition, cassoni were often decorated with “heroic” rape scenes, showing 
myths and legends in which the rapist is a Greek or Roman god.20  Consistent with that 
tradition, the Primavera represents the rape of the nymph Chloris by Zephyrus, the god of 
the west wind, which instructs the bride to submit to her new husband.  
 The Primavera’s message, however, was not only aimed towards the bride as a 
moral lesson.21  Given that the elder Lorenzo arranged the marriage to serve his own 
political and economic interests, it follows that he would use the accompanying marriage 
commissions to persuade the groom, his underage cousin, that the wedding was 
necessary.  In the Primavera, I contend that the figure of Flora, the goddess of flowers, 
represents Florence’s deep-rooted identity, one that Lorenzo so carefully constructed 
through public spectacles.  First, she embodies the cultural myth of Simonetta that 
defined Lorenzo’s Florence.  Second, she represents the floral nature of Florence and is 
thus a personification of the city itself.  Therefore, Flora was the perfect model for 
Semiramide; she would have related to her on a personal level as an allusion to her aunt 
and would have recognized the important role that this connection played in 
reestablishing peace for Florence after the Pazzi Conspiracy. 
 That Simonetta is portrayed in the mythological guise of Flora is supported by the 
fact that her dress in Botticelli’s painting is identical to the one described by Poliziano as 
worn by the nymph Simonetta in his poem for Giuliano’s 1475 joust, the Stanze.  The !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Diane Wolfthal, Images of Rape: the “Heroic” Tradition and its Alternatives (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 101. 
21 Rohlmann, “Botticellis “Primavera,” 97-132. Rohlmann argues that any interpretation of the 
painting must be considered in the context of contemporary domestic decorative conventions, 
especially those associated with marriage, and concludes the painting’s message addresses both 
the bride and groom. 
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connection between the Stanze and the Primavera, first suggested by Warburg, is evident 
in the passage in which Giuliano discovers the beautiful nymph Simonetta sitting in the 
grass weaving a wreath.22  When she stands up, she forms a pouch with her dress that 
overflows with flowers.  Furthermore, Poliziano describes her as:  
fair-skinned, unblemished white and white is her garment, though 
ornamented with roses, flowers, and grass; the ringlets of her golden hair 
descend on a forehead humbly proud.  The whole forest smiles about her, 
and, as it may, lightens her cares; in her movement she is regally mild, her 
glance alone could quiet a tempest.23 
 
Flora appears in the Primavera wearing this very garment, white and decorated with 
roses, greenery and many other types of flowers.  Just as Poliziano imaginatively 
reconstructed real experiences that he had seen, Botticelli’s figures wear traditional 
Tuscan festival costumes.24  
 Although there are no securely identified surviving portraits of Simonetta to 
secure her identification in the mythological guise of Flora, the conventions of love 
poetry, referring to an actual person’s history but representing the person in light of the 
poetic concept of “masking,” suggests the interpretation of the figure as Simonetta-Flora. 
Dempsey demonstrated that Poliziano masked Simonetta twice, first as the nymph in the 
floral dress and then as Minerva, who appears in Giuliano’s dream.25  Just as Poliziano 
masked Simonetta as the nymph, Botticelli follows this model, and places Simonetta 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 Aby Warburg was the first to identify Simonetta in the figure of Flora by noting the 
correspondance to Poliziano’s depiction of Simonetta in the Stanze: Aby Warburg, Sandro 
Botticellis “Geburt der Venus” und “Frühling”: Eine Untersuchung über die Vorstellungen von 
der Antike in der italienischen Frührenaissance, (Hamburg, Leopold Voss, 1893). 
23 Angelo Poliziano, Stanze cominciate per la giostra del Magnifico Giuliano de Medici, trans. 
David Quint (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1979), 1.43. 
24 Dempsey, The Portrayal of Love, 43. 
25 Dempsey, “Portraits and Masks in the Art of Lorenzo de’ Medici, Botticelli, and Politian’s 
Stanze per la Giostra,” Renaissance Quarterly 52, no. 1 (Spring 1999): 38-39. 
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under the mythological mask of Flora in the Primavera.26  Furthermore, in the same room 
as the Primavera, Simonetta is once again disguised as Minerva in Botticelli’s Minerva 
and the Centaur.  This double-allusion to Simonetta, the woman who formed Florence’s 
myth, would have been of particular importance to the younger branch of the family.  
Given that Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco’s bride was Simonetta’s niece, the couple now had a 
closer connection to the myth that formed his city’s identity. 
 Moreover, Flora also personifies the city of Florence, or Fiorenza.  The floral 
nature of the city is seen in both the heraldic device of the fleur-de-lys and in the name of 
the city’s main cathedral, Santa Maria del Fiore.27  In the Primavera, the birth of flowers 
is represented in the trio on the right, derived from Ovid’s Fasti, in which Flora explains 
how she became a goddess.28  Botticelli shows Zephyrus, the god of the west wind, flying 
through the trees to rape Chloris, a nymph of the bare earth.  Flowers spring from her 
mouth and decorate the woman’s dress next to her.  This is Flora, the goddess of flowers 
and gardens, into whom Chloris was transformed after her rape by Zephryus.  To restore 
her honor, he married her, raising her to the rank of the goddess of flowers and changing 
her name to Flora, who now smiles because she enjoys the power to regenerate spring in 
her control of the domain of flowers.29  As a personification of Florence, her ability to 
revive spring alludes to the peace treaty with Naples and Sixtus IV that Lorenzo 
established in the spring of 1480 after the Pazzi Conspiracy. The marriage between !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Ibid. 
27 Cristina Acidini, “For a Prosperous Florence: Botticelli’s Mythological Allegories,” in 
Botticelli: Likeness, Myth, Devotion, ed. Andreas Schumacher (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 
2009), 77; Janet Cox-Rearick, Dynasty and Destiny in Medici Art: Pontormo, Leo X, and the two 
Cosimos (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984), 79. It was assumed that the word 
Florence or Firenze, derivatives of the Latin Florentia, emerged from the tradition that the city 
was founded in a field of flowers.  
28 Ovid, Fasti, trans. James George Frazer (London: Heinemann, 1931), 261-263. 
29 Lightbown, Sandro Botticelli, 79. 
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Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco and Semiramide solidified this alliance with Naples through the 
Appiani connection to the house of Aragon.  Botticelli depicted Flora smiling, happy as a 
result of the reestablishment of peace in her city.30  Thus, Flora represents the deep-rooted 
identity of the city itself, both through her personification of Florence and through 
masking Simonetta.     
 Flora represents the civic allegory of Fiorenza/Florentia, which operated to 
produce a relationship between the Medici and the state, imagined as a woman.  On the 
right side of the painting, where there are neither flowers nor oranges in the trees, 
Botticelli alludes to the main branch of the family, by representing Lorenzo de’ Medici’s 
name in the laurel tree behind Flora.  Frank Zöllner points out that the orange grove 
begins at the point where Zephryus rapes Chloris, transforming her into Flora and 
symbolizing procreation of further generations.31  As the civic personification of 
Fiorenza, Simonetta was the means by which a consensual relationship was formed 
between the Medici and the state.  Florentia/Simonetta became the ideological link 
between themselves and the public.  The same imagery associating Flora/Florentia to a 
laurel tree is seen on a portrait medallion of Lorenzo de’ Medici (Fig. 9).  On the reverse 
side, the female figure seated underneath the laurel tree is identified by the inscription 
Florentia – a civic allegory for Florence.  Also inscribed on the medal are the words 
Tutela Patri[a]e, signifying Lorenzo as the protector of Florence, which is further 
represented in the laurel tree sheltering Florentia.  The connection between the laurel 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 Acidini, “For a Prosperous Florence,” 79-81. 
31 Frank Zöllner, Botticelli: Images of Love and Spring (Munich: Prestel, 1998), 56-58.  
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trunk and Florentia, which literally grows out of her back, alludes to Lorenzo’s “roots” in 
Florence.32 
 In Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco’s home, Flora/Florence exists because of Zephyrus’ 
sexual violence, which served as a metaphor for Florence’s revival and rebirth.  In the 
Renaissance, marital paintings were decorated with a range of “heroic” rapes, such as 
those of Europa, Io, Prosperpina and the Rape of the Sabine Women.33  Botticelli’s 
representation of this rape scene is suitable for a marriage painting because Zephryus 
married Chloris.  In addition to encouraging Semiramide’s submission to Lorenzo di 
Pierfrancesco, the Primavera’s rape imagery instructs her to submit to her arranged 
marriage for the sake of the Medici family and for the revival, or “re-foundation” of 
Florence.  In his treatise on marriage, Li Nupitali, the Roman humanist, Marco Antonio 
Altieri, perceived the origin of marriage in a rape, specifically the ancient myth of the 
rape of the Sabine women, whose abduction was part of the foundation of Rome.34  
Because “every nuptial act recalls the rape of the Sabines,” he argues that aggression 
underlies all alliances, including marriages and political agreements.35  The Primavera’s 
rape scene alludes to the fact that Semiramide had no say in the marriage; therefore she 
might felt the marriage to be an act of violence committed against her.  As the Sabine 
women were raped in order to ensure the foundation of Rome, Semiramide’s submission 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Ibid. 
33 Wolfthal, Images of Rape, 12. 
34 Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, Woman, Family, and Ritual in Reniassance Italy (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1985), 233. According to the legend, Romulus, the founder of 
Rome, wanted to provide wives for his men so they could populate the city.  The Sabines were 
invited by Romulus to a festival, where they were raped and their fathers driven away.  War 
ensued between the two, and it was not until the Sabine women placed themselves between the 
opposing armies that peace was finally achieved.  Both groups agreed to assent to the joint rule of 
Romulus and the King of the Sabines creating a political alliance.      
35 Wolfthal, Images of Rape, 15. 
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to her husband was necessary to create a stable Florence and perpetuate the Medici 
family’s authority.  
 Rape imagery also operated on a political level and therefore had a wider scope of 
meanings than those just about submission as a wifely virtue.  Margaret Carroll shows 
that forcing a woman to submit sexually was viewed as parallel to dominating one’s 
subject politically.36  “Heroic” rape imagery constructs the assailant as a commendable 
hero, and aristocratic rulers identified with these Roman gods and heroes who possessed 
absolute power to operate above the law in their sexual dominance over women.37  In 
Renaissance Italy, the Sabine legend was considered essential to the founding of Roman 
family life and to the future of the nation.  As the ruler of Florence, Lorenzo de’ Medici 
identified with Romulus, the Roman hero who expressed his claim to absolute 
sovereignty through victimizing the Sabine women to establish the Roman Republic.  
Just as the rape of the Sabine women was necessary for the founding of Rome, 
Zephyrus’s rape of Chloris resulted in the birth of Flora, who personifies Florence.  
Sexual violence is used once again to establish a city’s mythical foundation, which in this 
case embodies Lorenzo de’ Medici’s political goal to “re-found” Florence after the peace 
treaty with Naples and the Pope.  As the Sabine women created peace between their 
fathers and Rome, Flora refers to the peaceful Florence solidified by the politically 
motivated marriage between Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco and Semiramide after the Pazzi 
Conspiracy.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 Margaret Carroll, “The Erotics of Absolutism: Rubens and the Mystification of Sexual 
Violence,” in The Expanding Discourse: Feminism and Art History, ed. Mary Garrard and Norma 
Broude (New York: IconEditions, 1992), 138-159. 
37 Wolfthal, Images of Rape, 23. 
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 Once again, Lorenzo de’ Medici connected his family to classical antiquity not 
only by appropriating Rome’s civic foundation myth, but also the common literary trope 
of personifying Florence as the daughter of Rome.38  In the Panegyric to Robert of Anjou 
of Naples (c. 1330), Florentia is personified as the daughter of Roma: “I am the daughter 
of Roma; I speak for her as if for myself, and it is thought that I have the name Florentia 
for a reason.  Originally it was the flowers of the Romans who founded me and girded me 
with new and beautiful walls: now I lament for the disasters [that have befallen] my 
unlucky mother.”39  Dante further contributed to the symbolic genealogy between 
Florence and Rome, by claiming that Rome made Florence, reflecting the symbolic 
relation seen in the Panegyric.  Within the poetic world of gardens and gifts, the portrait 
medallion of Florentia on the reverse of Lorenzo’s portrait medal is both an amorous and 
political metaphor.40  Florentia bears flowers, putting her in a courtly narrative of 
exchange with Lorenzo, who simultaneously protects over her through the laurel tree.  
To the left of the Primavera, Botticelli’s Minerva and the Centaur hung above the 
room’s door.  The painting represents two figures, a woman armed with a halberd and a 
centaur to her right.  Botticelli portrays the taming of a centaur, a hybrid creature with the 
lower body of an animal and the upper body of a man.  The theme of feminine dominance 
emerges here, as the female figure holds the centaur’s hair.  Centaurs are hot-tempered 
creatures, associated with lust and violence.  Because they are hybrids, however, centaurs 
are capable of utilizing their noble human nature to counter their animalistic, lustful !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Karla Langedijk, Portraits of the Medici, 15th-18th Centuries (Firenze: Studio per edizioni 
scelte, 1987); Nicolai Rubenstein, “The Beginnings of Political Thought in Florence: A Study in 
Medieval Historiography,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942): 201-217. 
39 Adrian W.B. Randolph, “Florentia Figurata,” in Engaging Symbols: Gender, Politics, and 
Public Art in Fifteenth-Century Florence, ed. Adrian W.B. Randolph (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2002), 93. 
40 Ibid., 76-107. 
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instincts.  By grabbing the centaur’s hair, the female figure tames the centaur’s bestial 
instincts, representing the triumph of virtue and chastity.  The allegory of chastity curbing 
lust is an ideal message for Semiramide, teaching her to be virtuous and chaste in her 
marriage.  If the bride and groom did in fact sleep separately, Botticelli’s painting would 
have separated Semiramide’s quarters from that of her husband.  Standing as the guardian 
of virtue above the door of the bridal chamber, she would have presented an ideal moral 
message to the bride.41  According to the conventions of courtly love poetry that provided 
the framework for the jousts and that Lorenzo de’ Medici utilized in his own poetry, 
Botticelli’s female figure personifies the beauty and virtue that is capable of taming the 
centaur’s carnal desires.   
There have been various interpretations of the painting, the earliest of which 
offered political readings based on the assumed patronage of Lorenzo de’ Medici.42  An 
iconological approach gives a Neo-platonic reading of the image as an allegory of 
Chastity against reason, linking the work to Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco’s marriage and his 
contacts with his teacher, Marsilio Ficino.43  Ronald Lightbown emphasized the private, 
marital content of the painting.44   The uncertainty surrounding the woman’s identity is 
seen in the many inventories recording the painting up until it was identified in the 
Palazzo Pitti in 1895.  The inventory of 1498 records the painting as “Camilla with a 
satyr” while subsequent inventories identified her as Minerva with a centaur and even 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 Zollner, Images of Love and Spring, 76. 
42 Herbert Horne, Alesssandro Filipepi Commonly Called Sandro Botticelli, Painter of Florence 
(London: Bell, 1908; repretined Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980); Enrico Ridolfi, “La 
Pallade di Sandro Botticelli,” Archivo storico dell’arte 2, no. 1 (1895): 1-5. 
43 Gombrich, “Botticelli’s Mythologies,” 7-60; Rudolf Wittkower, “Transformations of Minerva 
in Renaissance Imagery,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 2 (1938-1939): 43-59.  
44 Lightbown, Sandro Botticelli, 81. 
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more vaguely as just a “female figure.”  John Shearman and Barbara Deimling propose 
that the woman be seen as Camilla, due to the lack of Minerva’s traditional accessories.45  
Adrian Randolph’s argument for suspending unitary identifications is important, 
not only because her multiple identities parallel’s Flora as a mask of Simonetta/Florence, 
but also because the painting’s message—Chastity’s curbing of Lust—relates directly to 
Botticelli’s 1475 banner for Giuliano’s joust.46  The interaction between the female and 
the centaur exemplifies the courtly belief in the taming powers of a beautiful woman, 
inciting love in men only to curb their lustful instincts.  Therefore, the same tensions 
between undying love and chastity that defined the courtly framework of Giuliano’s joust 
and Poliziano’s poetry is represented in the domestic interior of Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco.  
Just as patriarchal beliefs were reversed during the joust, allowing Giuliano to present 
himself as devoted to Simonetta’s chastity and the power of love, this same theme of 
feminine dominance is portrayed in the domestic interior.  This belief in the taming 
powers of pure love and the theme of feminine dominance was often depicted on deschi 
da parti, or birthing trays, that were commissioned to celebrate a birth and presented to 
the mother.  For this female dominated event, deschi da parti usually depicted man’s 
physical superiority and lasciviousness as tamed by a female personification of virtue. 
In addition to resembling the public symbolism of the jousts, the allegorical 
female is directly associated with the Medici.  On the figure’s white dress, Botticelli 
painted numerous interlocking diamond rings, which were a symbol associated with the 
main branch of the Medici.  During the fifteenth-century, the diamond ring was a symbol !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 For the identification of the figure as Camilla see Barbara Deimling, “Who Tames the Centaur? 
The Identification of Botticelli’s Heroine,” in Sandro Botticelli and Herbert Horne: New 
Research, ed. Rab Hatfield (Florence: Syracuse University Press, 2009), 63-103; Shearman, 
“Collections of the Younger Branch of the Medici,” 18-19. 
46 Randolph, “Botticelli’s Pallas Medicea,” 221. 
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of marital alliance; the Medici utilized an existing symbol as a marker of their rule, which 
produced an image of the relation between the Medici and the public.  By referring to the 
main branch of the family, Botticelli’s imagery connects the young couple to Florence’s 
civic myth.  
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